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1 - Naruto: Fujiwara Ayumi

(picture under construction)

Name: Fujiwara Ayumi
Age: 25 years old
Hair: Dark brown
eyes: Dark brown
Birthday: 16 November
Relation: Hatake Kakashi



2 - Yu-Gi-Oh!: Akimoto Masako

Name: Masoko
last name: Akimoto
Age: 17
Birthday: November 16th
height: 5'8" (172 cm I think xD)
Fav. Card: magician valkyria

Past:
She learned dueling from her brother Koji.
She didn't knew her parents because they died.
Her father while he was at work and her mother in a fire.
They lived with their grendparents for a while in Holland.
Then they had to move again becuase some guy named Kenji wants revenge because anouk en koji's
dad beated up his dad.
She now lives in a small house with her brother.
They fight allot.

Present:
She now lives in domino city and goes to Domino High.
She didn't make allot friends on her first day because she didn't say allot.
But on one day Yugi talked to her and became a friend of her.
She meets the gang and even fell in love with a friend of Yugi Joey.

(more is coming later)



3 - Pokemon: Kurokawa Ayumi



Name: Kurokawa Ayumi
Age: 16
Hometown: Pallet town
Gender: Girl XD
Fav. Pokemon: fire pokemon



She loves to travel and study the lifestyles of different Pokemon.
Her mom died in a car accident.
Her dad still is alive and is a famous proffessor.
Ayumi is a tough trainer to beat.

Story is coming up and the pics to
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